Subject:			Airport Surface Movement Conditions
			(Renamed from Runway Contamination)

To:			Members of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:			Ted Christie USAIR


Date:			November 23

1.	Name of Item
	Airport surface movement conditions to include field conditions, landing surface conditions, runway contamination, taxiway conditions, apron and ramp conditions.

2.	Description of Item

	Wet runway conditions, or the presence of measurable amounts of standing water, wet or dry snow, ice, slush on airport surfaces affects airport and airline operations. Wet or contaminated conditions of the landing surfaces and the contamination or obstruction of taxiway, ramp, and apron surfaces reduce airport acceptance rates and thereby cause delays and/or cancellations.
The accurate reporting of surface contamination is necessary for the go/no go decisions of the dispatcher and pilot in command. It is also required for the accurate calculation of aircraft take off and landing performance limits.

	General aircraft surface operations and other safety concerns including but not limited to the following are generally reported in the NOTAMS. Although a significant lag time of up to 2 hours from the time the condition first exists until the NOTAM is received by the users is not uncommon.

		Obscured Visual Aids: Runway and edge lights, taxiway lights, runway markings, airport guidance signs, and VASI need to be free of contaminants such as snow and ice.
		Obstructions: Hazardous snow banks, drifts, wind rows, ice ridges and other measurable obstructions should be eliminated as soon as possible. Where they cannot be eliminated they must be accurately measured and reported.
		Navigational Aids: Any snow, ice or other contaminant which affects the accuracy of navigational aids should be removed as soon as possible. Failure to do so may raise landing limits with the result being additional delays and/or cancellations and loss of airline and airport revenue.
		Parking ramp operations: Snow, ice and slush accumulations on ramps and parking areas create safety hazards.
Common safety problems resulting from contaminated ramp operations include but ate not limited to the following.
		1) Traction. Airline ramp personnel and their ground equipment may not have sufficient traction to start, stop, or maintain position when operations are impacted by winds on contaminated surfaces. Aircraft under power or under tow may be unable to start, stop or maintain directional control.
		2) Foreign Object Damage. Pilots of parked or taxiing aircraft may have to apply increase power in order maintain control while maneuvering or to initiate or halt movement. The results of increased power, especially from turbojets may directly damage other aircraft, ground equipment, terminal property (glass) and ground personnel. Jet blast during such operations may also affect sensitive aircraft equipment such as static ports and pitot tubes.
		3) Obscured Visual Aids. The obscuration of airport signs, lights and visual markings make it difficult for pilots to identify taxiway and ramps and may lead to traffic conflicts.

		Take off performance: “Balanced Field Length” calculations yield the runway take off weight limit for any air carrier departure. The effect of snow and slush retarding acceleration down the runway and the effect of reduced braking action are important variables in this calculation. Snow/Slush depth, standing water and whether the runway is wet or dry are all required data for determining if the aircraft can initiate a takeoff and if necessary stop on the runway in case of an aborted takeoff at speeds under V1.
		Landing Performance: The effective stopping distance of an aircraft on landing is affected by runway conditions. Reduced braking action due to wet runways, slush, ice, or snow on the runway can degrade braking to the point that an aircraft at it’s current landing weight can not safely use that runway for landing. 

3.	Benefits

	The accurate and timely reporting of surface contamination is necessary for the safety of airline operations. 121.599 requires that the dispatcher be thoroughly familiar with reported and forecast weather conditions. 121.601(a) requires that the dispatcher furnish the pilot in command with all available current reports and 121.601(c) requires that the pilot be updated during flight. 121.629(2)(iv) specifically addresses airport surface contamination. The timely availability of accurate reports contributes directly to aircraft and passenger safety.
	When this information is provided in a timely manner to Air Traffic Management, the facility specialist can make accurate judgements in regard to reduced arrival rates, ground stops, and runway closures.
	Timely action by airport management in measuring the surface contamination, and a more thorough knowledge of what such contamination does to airline and aircraft operations will greatly enhance safety and improve air carrier on time performance.
	Runway Operations. Snow, ice, slush and standing water impede aircraft acceleration and braking performance. AC 91-61A, "Water, Slush and Snow on the Runway" provides additional information concerning the operation of turbojet aircraft on contaminated runways. Accurate knowledge of runway contamination is critical to the dispatcher and captain as it is a key segment of information in the joint go/no go decision during foul weather operations. Accurate and timely reporting of contamination type and depth is essential to the safety of flight operations. While acceptable limits vary by aircraft type, as little as 1/4 inch of wet snow can bring a halt to operations.

4. Source of the Data

	. All airport leases and agreements are clear and specific in terms of the responsibilities of the lessees with regard to their duties in snow and ice control and transmission of this information. Airport operators have a clearly defined legal duty to ensure the safety of operations at their facilities and to advise users of any degradation of airport facilities. The FAA is required to ensure that the snow and ice removal plan in the airport's certification manual is current, complete, and customized to local conditions. Airport operators have the an affirmative legal responsibility to warn of any change in published procedure or in the physical facility. This information is normally broadcast through the NOTAM system. Because of the current lack of reliability in timeliness and accuracy of this information, each airline has its own field condition monitoring system. 


5. Nature of the Data

	Most Airport Surface Movement Condition data entered by the Airport Operator is transmitted voice or local communication system. The frequency of these messages depends on the event. During a heavy snowstorm these messages may be sent every few minutes. Presently the data received from the Airport Operator at the AOC is too old to be used for airline operations. Providing airport operators with a uniform, rapid, and reliable system to disseminate this information is essential. The data consists of:

	Runway Conditions
		Snow/Slush depth
		Braking Action by aircraft and/or vehicles
		Accelerometer readings
		Runway Surface wet or dry conditions
		
	Ramp Conditions
		Braking Action by aircraft of vehicle
		Snow/Slush depth.
 
6. What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOC Net?

To what current or proposed system must AOCnet be interfaced.

	No industry wide system currently exists. The use of an internet E-mail system sending formatted messages would suffice to deliver this information to the AOCnet. System Atlanta data or some other network may be used. Air carriers, FAA, and the airport operators must agree to a standard inexpensive, reliable communications system between airport operators and AOCnet.

What manual data entry woud be needed

	Because of the nature of the data almost all of it will need to be entered manually by the airlines and the airport operator. It should be in digital format so as to update airline weight and balance systems. It should also be available in a readable format for non-automated users. 

What other actions would be necessary to get this data on AOCnet

Airports with scheduled commercial operations are governed by US CFR 14 Part 139 regulations. The text of the applicable regulation is quoted below. To get this data the FAA must enforce these regulations and support the provision of the means to airport operators.

139.313 Snow and ice control.
   (a) Each certificate holder whose airport is located where snow and icing conditions regularly occur shall prepare, maintain, and carry out a snow and ice control plan.
   (b) The snow and ice control plan required by this section shall include instructions and procedures for -
      (1) Prompt removal or control, as completely as practical, of snow, ice, and slush on each movement area;
      (2) Positioning snow off of movement area surfaces so that all air carrier aircraft propellers, engine pods, rotors, and wingtips will clear any snowdrift and snowbank as the aircraft's landing gear traverses any full strength portion of the movement area;
      (3) Selection and application of approved materials for snow and ice control to ensure that they adhere to snow and ice sufficiently to minimize engine ingestion;
      (4) Timely commencement of snow and ice control operations; and
      (5) Prompt notification, in accordance with § 139.339, of all air carriers using the airport when any portion of the movement area normally available to them is less than satisfactorily cleared for safe operation by their aircraft.
   (c) FAA Advisory Circulars in the 150 series contain standards for snow and ice control equipment, materials, and procedures for snow and ice control which are acceptable to the Administrator.

139.339 Airport condition reporting.
   (a) Each certificate holder shall provide for the collection and dissemination of airport condition information to air carriers.
   (b) In complying with paragraph (a) of this section, the certificate holder shall utilize the NOTAM system and, as appropriate, other systems and procedures acceptable to the Administrator.
   (c) In complying with paragraph (a) of this section, the certificate holder shall provide information on the following airport conditions which may affect the safe operations of air carriers:
      (1) Construction or maintenance activity on movement areas, safety areas, or loading ramps and parking areas.
      (2) Surface irregularities on movement areas or loading ramps and parking areas.
      (3) Snow, ice, slush, or water on the movement area or loading ramps and parking areas.
      (4) Snow piled or drifted on or near movement areas contrary to § 139.313.
      (5) Objects on the movement area or safety areas contrary to § 139.309.
      (6) Malfunction of any lighting system required by § 139.311.
      (7) Unresolved wildlife hazards as identified in accordance with § 139.337.
      (8) Nonavailability of any rescue and firefighting capability required in §§ 139.317 and 139.319.
      (9) Any other condition as specified in the airport certification manual or airport certification specifications, or which may otherwise adversely affect the safe operations of air carriers.
   (d) FAA Advisory Circulars in the 150 series contain standards and procedures for using the NOTAM system for dissemination of airport information which are acceptable to the Administrator.

   [52 FR 44282, Nov. 18, 1987; 53 FR 4258, Feb. 12, 1988]
139.341 Identifying, marking, and reporting construction and other unserviceable areas.
   (a) Each certificate holder shall -
      (1) Mark and, if appropriate, light in a manner acceptable to the Administrator -
         (i) Each construction area and unserviceable area which is on or adjacent to any movement area or any other area of the airport on which air carrier aircraft may be operated;
         (ii) Each item of construction equipment and each construction roadway, which may affect the safe movement of aircraft on the airport; and
         (iii) Any area adjacent to a navaid that, if traversed, could cause derogation of the signal or the failure of the navaid, and
      (2) Provide procedures, such as a review of all appropriate utility plans prior to construction, for avoiding damage to existing utilities, cables, wires, conduits, pipelines, or other underground facilities.
   (b) FAA Advisory Circulars in the 150 series contain standards and procedures for identifying and marking construction areas which are acceptable to the Administrator.
139.343 Noncomplying conditions.
   Unless otherwise authorized by the Administrator, whenever the requirements of Subpart D of this part cannot be met to the extent that uncorrected unsafe conditions exist on the airport, the certificate holder shall limit air carrier operations to those portions of the airport not rendered unsafe by those conditions.

When could the data be available digitally so it could be placed on AOCnet

	The data can be available once a communication system is agreed on and hardware and software is deployed at the airports.

7. Other Issues
	
	Currently air carriers use company generated field condition reports. Due to the variations in experience and knowledge at each airport, from airline to airline, and individually within each airline these reports often differ in content and accuracy during the same event. When accurate, timely, and “official” reports are being issued what is the regulatory consequence of a carrier disregarding the published information and using company generated reports?













